Worldwide Call for Disclosure and Peace
Commander Ashtar via Michael Beuger – 2013-12-07
My beloved ones,
Since a very long time, we monitor your safety by means of actions, that up until now, were not possible for you to perform yourselves.
For example, we have protected you from many natural disasters and violent alien attacks.
Less well known is the fact, that we mutually owe you very much. You are enriching our existance and we really enjoy working for and with you.
As a prove of deep appreciation, we like to offer you some gifts very soon. And from that moment, cooperate more openly with Earth mankind.
The most suitable date for this event will be 2013-12-21, so the winter solstice of this year. As you might be overwhelmed by our proposal,
we would surely respect your decision to take more preparation time for such matters. The closest alternative will be 2014-03-20, so the spring
equinox of next year.

Disclosure is not meant to be a takeover of your planet
It is surely not our purpose to take over your planet. Or to perform tasks for you, that you are capable to perform yourselves. On the contrary!
After this scheduled Disclosure, you will enjoy even far more freedom and self reliance.
Most gifts will surprise you, however Commander Hatonn and some other of your cosmic friends, already lifted some tips of the veils.
When you see astonishing signs in the sky, then be sure, that all of you will be safe, whatever others might pretend.
Moreover, we would like to share some advanced technologies with you and donate you an amount of small, rapid space vehicles.
As soon as you cooperate more actively for the protection of your world, it will have the opportunity to become even more safe.
Neither is it our purpose to overthrow any of your religious, political or economic systems.
We operate side by side with Jesus and other masters. And with your spiritual, governmental and business key persons.
We insist on the realization of worldwide peace. And on the correction of religious and ideological deceptions.
But these items as well, will be more and more under your own jurisdiction.

Your mission as forerunners
Charishing above mentioned intentions within your hearts, will do. Please do not force these delicate processes in any aspect.
Let these concepts fluently flow to your public communication channels, to your scientists and to your religious and political leaders.
Then it will become absolutely clear, how far we have progressed on our pathway, in order to start the Golden Era of full Disclosure.
Your loving brother Ashtar

